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Abstract- Testing constitutes one of the most important aspects of software development or most important phase in the software development
life cycle. Out of many different types of software testing, acceptance testing is a test conducted to determine if the requirements of a
specification or contract are met. The acceptance testing is defines as: formal testing with respect to user needs, requirements, and business
processes conducted to determine whether a system satisfies the acceptance criteria and to enable the user, customers or other authorized entity
to determine whether or not to accept the system. Acceptance testing also has its types as User Acceptance Testing (UAT) and Operational
Acceptance Testing (OAT) that most of the time used in the synonym with Acceptance Testing. As in all types of testing, there are tools and
techniques available to perform testing in the automated manner, in the same way there are frameworks available to us for performing
acceptance testing. This paper tries to provide the information about some of the framework used for acceptance testing, some of which support
to perform it in the automated manner.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Testing constitutes a standout amongst the most critical
parts of programming advancement. The Main motivation
behind testing is to watch that product meets every single
determined necessity that guided its outline and
advancement. There are numerous sorts of programming
testing systems that can be performed with in programming
improvement life cycle. Out of numerous product testing
strategies, Acceptance testing (AT) is the key element of
programming usage. As the acknowledgment testing
essentially constituents that the framework ought to be
worthy by its proprietor or client it is additionally called as
User Acceptance Testing (UAT). UAT is performed to
guarantee that the new framework meets all the fundamental
client prerequisites. It is the last testing movement
performed by the client to test for the fulfillment, accuracy
and consistency of the product.
Testing measures the product quality. It is a procedure of
distinguishing bugs in application and deliver great quality
programming. Programming testing is finished with
the target of discovering blames and abandons and to
demonstrate that product does what is normal or expected by
its proprietor [1]. Testing is an exchange off between
spending plan, time and quality. The time required for
testing relies on upon the product conveyance date and the
financial backing designated for testing. A wide range of
programming testing ought to be done appropriately done,
on the off chance that it is Incomplete it might prompt
programming disappointment after its establishment coming
about loss of cash, loss of time and harm to business
notoriety and client disappointment. Testing movement
ought to begin in the early periods of the product
advancement procedure to diminish the time spent to
distinguish and revise the imperfections and decrease the
testing exertion. Testing deciding item doesn't demonstrate
that item capacities appropriately under all conceivable
conditions yet can demonstrates that it doesn't work
dishonorably under conditions that are indicated by its
proprietor. Thus, the reason for programming testing is to
look at and execute the created programming in genuine
environment to recognize the shortcomings as right on time
as could be allowed amid the product advancement

procedure to convey the item fulfilling all client
prerequisites inside the normal conveyance plan time and
spending plan.
More often than not the purpose for the exorbitant
programming disappointment is blunders in necessities
details [2]. It would be exceedingly gainful if data
frameworks engineers could confirm prerequisites by
anticipating working environment acknowledgment of
another framework in view of client assessments of its
details measured amid the soonest phases of the
advancement venture, in a perfect world before building a
working model. It is for the most part acknowledged that the
nature of any execution of the product is of most extreme
significance. Furthermore, for that significance of
programming confirmation inside the product advancement
life-cycle (SDLC) is generally recognized. In this way, to
stay away from any misinterpretations, every one of the
prerequisites ought to be taken appropriately at the
underlying stage and toward the end time testing ought to be
performed to check the practicality of meeting those
necessities.
For our situation of acknowledgment testing, it is taken after
as an arrangement of exercises led to encourage revelation
and/or assessment of properties of one or more things under
test [3]. Every individual test, known as an experiment,
activities an arrangement of predefined test exercises,
created to drive the execution of the test thing to meet test
goals; including right usage, blunder distinguishing proof,
quality confirmation and other esteemed points of interest.
The test environment is typically intended to be
indistinguishable, or as close as could be allowed, to the
expected generation environment. It incorporates all offices,
equipment, programming, firmware, methodology and/or
documentation planned for or used to perform the testing of
programming. In the Acceptance testing, UAT and OAT test
cases are in a perfect world determined as a team with
business clients, business investigators, analyzers, and
engineers. It's crucial that these tests incorporate both
business rationale tests and additionally operational
environment conditions. The item proprietors are the
essential partners of these tests case. As the test conditions
effectively accomplish their acknowledgment criteria, the
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partners are consoled the improvement is advancing in the
B. Operational Acceptance Testing:
right heading.
Operational Acceptance Testing will be trying that happens
The remaining paper is sorted out as the Section II
just before execution to creation [6]. The OAT test
highlighted the focuses in view of targets of testing. The
environment is frequently known as the "pilot" environment.
SectionIII contains Types of Acceptance Testing. In the
Everything required to bolster the application underway
following SectionIV contains the most vital things that gives
ought to be set up. The kind of testing did here includes
the data about structures utilized for acknowledgment
check of methods, for example, framework start up and
testing, some of them bolster robotization testing too.
close down and testing of housekeeping procedures and
Section V contains the upsides of acknowledgment testing.
confirmation of bunch preparing. Normally OAT happens
Last area finished up the paper.
after client acknowledgment testing (UAT) and is a last
check before a framework is discharged. This testing
ordinarily utilizes genuine clients getting to and utilizing the
II.
OBJECTIVES OF TESTING
The objective of testing is to provide confidence
framework as a part of a live state. Operation
that the developed product meets both the functional and
acknowledgment testing commonly frames part of an
non-functional requirements. It should detect all the
eliminated move preceding a framework's formal Go Live
possibilities of error that is present in the current developed
state.
system and the possibility of coming in the future. As the
paper mainly focuses on the Acceptance testing the
C. Contract and direction acknowledgment testing:
objective behind (AT) is, the purpose of conducting
In contract acknowledgment testing, a framework is tried
acceptance testing is that once completed, and provided the
against acknowledgment criteria as archived in an
acceptance criteria are met, it is expected the sponsors will
agreement, before the framework is acknowledged. In
sign-off on the product development/enhancement as
control acknowledgment testing, the framework ought to
satisfying the defined requirements.
tried to guarantee it meets all prerequisites, guidelines and
The point wise description of all the objectives of testing
direction and models characterized by government.
from all types to the Acceptance Testing is [4]:
 A good test case is one that should have the
D. Alpha Testing:
probability of finding an as yet undiscovered error.
It is ordinarily happens in the advancement environment and
is typically done by inward staff – much sooner than the
 A good test is not redundant.
item is even discharged to outside analyzers or clients.
 A successful test is one that uncovers a yet
Alpha Testing should likewise be possible by potential
undiscovered error.
client bunches, however the imperative thing here is that it
 A good test should be “best of breed”.
happens in the advancement environment. The criticism –
 A good test should neither complex but should
gathered from the alpha analyzers – is then used to settle
have capability to discover many if not all
certain issues or bugs and enhance the convenience of the
possibility of finding bugs of faults in the system.
item.
 Testing should be define to check if the system
does what it is expected to do that is requirements
E. Beta Testing:
specified by its user.
Beta Testing otherwise called "field testing", happens in the
 In terms of acceptance testing, it should, check if
client's surroundings and includes some broad testing by a
the system is “Fit for purpose”.
gathering of clients who utilize the framework in their
 To check if the system meets the requirements and
surroundings. These beta analyzers then give criticism,
be executed successfully in the Intended
which thus prompts changes of the item.
environment.
Alpha and Beta Testing are done before the product is
 Executing a program with the intent of finding any
discharged to all clients.
bugs and error that should not lead to software
failure in the future.
III.

TYPES OF ACCEPTANCE TESTING

A. User Acceptance Testing (UAT):
Client acknowledgment is a kind of testing performed by the
Client to affirm the framework concerning the prerequisites
that was settled upon. This testing happens in the last period
of testing before moving the product application to Market
or Production environment [5]. The principle motivation
behind this testing is to accept the end to end business
stream. It doesn't concentrate on the restorative blunders,
Spelling oversights or System testing. This testing is done in
isolated testing environment with creation like information
setup. It is a sort of discovery testing where two or more end
clients will be included.

IV.

FRAMEWORKS USED FOR ACCEPTANCETESTING
A. Concordion
Concordion tests are composed in HTML and after that
instrumented with extraordinary ascribes that Concordion
translates to execute the test. As opposed to driving item
proprietors to determine prerequisites in a uniquely
organized dialect, Concordion gives you a chance to think of
them in typical dialect utilizing sections, tables and
appropriate accentuation [7]. This makes the determinations
significantly more characteristic to peruse and compose, and
helps everybody to comprehend and concur about what a
component should do. The HTML records are ordinarily put
away with the source code, which has the advantage that
they can be under the same adaptation control framework as
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whatever is left of the code. Concordion enhances lithe
pages, the business releases can robotize Adobe Flash,
procedures and has been effectively connected in
Adobe Flex, Silverlight, and Java applets by utilizing
mechanical setting.
Directscreen and picture acknowledgment innovation.
B. Cucumber
It is a product instrument that PC developers use for testing
other programming. It runs computerized acknowledgment
tests written in a conduct driven advancement (BDD) style.
Cucumber is composed in the Ruby programming dialect
[8]. Cucumber tasks are accessible for different stages past
Ruby. Some utilization Ruby Cucumber with a scaffold into
the objective dialect like cuke4php and cuke4lua. Others
utilize the Gherkin parser yet actualize everything else in the
objective dialect. Cucumber permits the execution of
highlight documentation written in business-confronting
content. Since programming naturally tried by Cucumber,
your details are dependably beat a la mode.
C. Particular by illustration
Particular by case (SBE) is a communitarian way to deal
with characterizing necessities and business-situated
utilitarian tests for programming items in view of catching
and delineating prerequisites utilizing reasonable case rather
than unique articulations [9]. It is connected with regards to
lithe programming advancement strategies, specifically
conduct driven improvement. This methodology is
especially effective for overseeing prerequisites and
practical tests on extensive scale ventures of huge space and
authoritative multifaceted nature. Determination by case is
otherwise called illustration driven improvement, executable
prerequisites, acknowledgment test-driven advancement
Human brains are by and large not that incredible at
comprehension deliberations or clever thoughts/ideas the
first occasion when we are presented to them, however
they're decent at inferring reflections or ideas in case we're
sufficiently given solid illustrations. As it is more probable
that, the more illustrations we are given, the more probable
we are to effectively comprehend the expected importance.
Likewise, by utilizing solid illustrations, they turn out to be
more recognizable and relatable to something like our past
encounters, which for the most part makes them less
demanding to get it. Effective utilization of Specification by
case is recorded to essentially diminish input circles in
programming improvement, prompting less modify, higher
item quality, quicker turnaround time for programming
changes and better arrangement of exercises of different
parts required in programming advancement, for example,
analyzers, experts and designers.
D. iMacros
IMicros gives Web robotization, information extraction and
web testing arrangement. iMacros is an augmentation for the
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome and Internet Explorer web
programs which includes record and replay usefulness like
that found in web testing and shape filler programming. The
macros can be joined and controlled by means of Javascript.
Demo macros and Javascript code cases are incorporated
with the product. iMacros has components and backing for
web scripting, web scratching, web server checking, and
web testing [10]. Notwithstanding working with HTML

E. Ranorex
Ranorex is a GUI test mechanization structure for testing of
desktop, online and versatile applications. Ranorex is given
by Ranorex GmbH, a product improvement organization for
creative programming test robotization arrangements.
Ranorex does not have its very own scripting dialect, rather
utilizing standard programming dialects, for example, C#
and VB.NET as a base. Ranorex Studio offers simple to-use
test robotization instruments for making solid mechanized
testing ventures [11]. Streamline your hearty test
robotization systems with Ranorex Studio – test any
desktop, web or versatile application.
F. Robot Framework
It is a nonexclusive test computerization structure for
acknowledgment testing and acknowledgment test-driven
advancement (ATDD) [12]. It has simple to-use plain test
information language structure and it uses the catchphrase
driven testing approach. Its testing capacities can be reached
out by test libraries actualized either with Python or Java,
and clients can make new larger amount catchphrases from
existing ones utilizing the same language structure that is
utilized for making test cases. The structure has a rich
biological community around it comprising of different
bland test libraries and apparatuses that are created as
discrete tasks. Robot Framework is working framework and
application free.
G. Selenium
Selenium is an understand open source testing system,
which is generally utilized for testing Web-based
applications. It has diverse parts and in that Web driver has
rendered the Selenium Remote Control out of date, and is
regularly alluded to as Selenium 2.0. Selenium Web driver
bolsters above all else programs to run your experiments and
numerous programming dialects like C#, Java, Python,
Ruby, .Net, Perl, PHP, and so forth [13] to make and adjust
your test scripts. Selenium has the backing of a portion of
the biggest program sellers who have found a way to make
Selenium a local piece of their program. It is likewise the
center innovation in innumerable other program robotization
apparatuses, APIs and systems.
H. Watir
Watir, maintained water, is an open-source (BSD) group of
Ruby libraries for robotizing web programs [14]. It permits
you to compose tests that are anything but difficult to peruse
and keep up. It is basic and adaptable. Watir drives
programs the same way individuals do. It clicks joins, fills
in structures, and presses catches. Watir additionally checks
results, for example, whether expected content shows up on
the page. Watir is a group of Ruby libraries however it
bolsters your application with no worry about the innovation
in which it is create. Whilst Watir underpins just Internet
Explorer on Windows, Watir-WebDriver bolsters Chrome,
Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera furthermore running in
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Systems: Experiences and Requirements”, Seventh International
headless mode (HTMLUnit). Watir is a free Open Source
Conference on Global Software Engineering, 2012 IEEE.
device. There are no expenses to utilize the apparatus there's
[2]
Fred D. Davis and Viswanath Venkatesh, “Toward Preprototype
an exceptionally dynamic and developing group behind it. It
User Acceptance Testing of New Information Systems:
underpins numerous programs on various stages. It is
Implications for Software Project Management”, IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT, VOL. 51,
intense and simple to utilize, yet wonderfully lightweight.
V.
ADVANTAGES OF ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Following are the advantages of the Acceptance testing
Approach:
 It enhances the client‟s confidence regarding the
potential of the software to meet the requirements.
 Through identification of defects, acceptance
testing ensures that the software is stable and in
workable condition.
 In this testing, no system structure assumptions are
involved. Test is through Black Box Testing
techniques to evaluate usability from the user‟s
point of view [15].
 The satisfaction of the clients is increased, as they
are more confident that the requirements are met,
without the „fear‟ of how the product will behave in
the real environment and if a critical issue will arise
when least expected.
 The quality criteria of the product is defined in the
early phase of development/implementation
 Vendors have improved communication, both with
the clients and inside the team, as the requirements
definition is improved through the acceptance tests
and signed by the client
 The engineering team ends up a minimizing the
pressure during the implementation and risks of
post-implementation live fixes.
 Stakeholders use the information gathered through
UAT to better understand the target audience‟s
needs

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]

NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2004.
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119-1-2013 Software and Systems Engineering Software Testing - Part 1- Concepts and Definitions. ISO. 2013.
Retrieved 2014-10-14.
Shivkumar Hasmukhrai Trivedi, “Software Testing Techniques”,
International Journal of Advanced Research in Computer Science
and Software Engineering (IJARCSSE), Volume 2, Issue 10,
October 2012.
User Acceptance Testing (UAT) [Online] available:
http://www.guru99.com/user-acceptance-testing.html
Operational Acceptance Testing Services [Online] available:
http://www.testingperformance.org/definitions/what-isoperational-acceptance-testing
Goethem, Brian Hambling, Pauline van (2013). User acceptance
testing: a step-by-step guide. BCS Learning & Development
Limited. ISBN 9781780171678.
Cucumber Simple, human collaboration [Online] available:
https://cucumber.io/
Specification
by
example
[Online]
available:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Specification_by_example
iMacros A Quality Assurance Tool [Online] available:
http://www.qatestingtools.com/iopus/imacros
Test Automation - Anywhere, Anytime [Online] available:
http://www.ranorex.com/
Robot Framework [online] available:http://robotframework.org/
Selenium
Automation
Framework
[Online]
available:http://www.seleniumeasy.com/seleniumtutorials/selenium-automation-framework-example
Autometed Web Application Testing in Ruby [Online] available:
http://watir.com/frameworks
Things You Need to Know About Acceptance Testing [Online]
Available:
http://www.mofirst.com/blog/tag/contract-andregulation-testing/

VI.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have learn about the acceptance
testing, which is one of the most important aspects of
software development life cycle. Acceptance testing is
conducted to determine if the requirements of a specification
or contract are met. There are also presents different types of
software testing, which are explain in our paper out of which
User Acceptance Testing (UAT) and Operational
Acceptance Testing (OAT) that most of the time used in the
synonym with Acceptance Testing. As the world is
advancing in all fields of software and automation, in the
field of software testing also, there are frameworks available
to us for performing acceptance testing. This paper tries to
provide the information about some of the framework used
for acceptance testing, some of which support to perform it
in the automated manner. BY performing acceptance testing,
one can easily reduce the rate of software failure for the both
the defects and requirements provided by its owner and
increase the quality of software product.
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